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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to establish existence and multiplicity
results for the following problem,
x0 t q x t q f t , x t , x9 t s sf t a.e. t g I ; .  .  .  .  . .
gP .s x 0 s x p s g , .  .
w xwhere f is a Caratheodory function, I s 0, p , s, g g R, and f is theÂ
normalized positive eigenfunction associated with the first eigenvalue
l s 1 of the linear problem
x0 q l x s 0; x 0 s x p s 0. .  .
w xSince the multiplicity results initiated by Ambrosetti and Prodi 1 and
w x w xcontinued by Berger and Podolak 2 , Kazdan and Warner 14 , many
papers have been devoted to the existence and multiplicity of solutions for
differential equations. We refer to more recents results by Fabry, Mawhin,
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w xRachunkova 20 , and the references therein. A common feature of resultsÇ Â
contained in these papers is the use of continuous functions and the use of
the upper and lower solutions method. A similar problem to the one
w xconsidered in this paper has been studied in 4 , with f not depending on
the derivative x9, but our results still remain independent by using differ-
ent assumptions. In contrast with Rachunkova, we will assume the exis-Ç Â
tence of upper and lower solutions which are not necessarily constants.
Also, we replace the Bernstein]Nagumo growth condition by a more
general one called the Nagumo]Wintner condition which unifies Bern-
stein]Nagumo and Wintner growth conditions. We use strict lower and
w xupper solutions in the sense of El Khattabi 6 to obtain the multiplicity
result.
2. PRELIMINARIES
kw xLet us establish some notations: C a, b is the space of real valued
w xfunctions k times continuously differentiable on a, b with the norm
5 5 5 5 5 k . 5 4 5 5  <  . < w x4x s max x , . . . , x where x s max x t : t g a, b ;k 0 0 0
1w x 1w xC a, b is the set of functions in C a, b satisfying the boundary condi-b
w x  .tion; C a, b is the space of continuous functions x such that x a s0
1w x w x0; L a, b is the space of integrable functions on a, b with the usual
2, 1w x  1w xnorm. We define the space W a, b s x g C a, b : x9 is absolutely
4continuous .
w x 2A function f : a, b = R ª R is said to be uniformly Caratheodory, if itÂ
is Caratheodory and if for every R ) 0, and « ) 0, there exists d ) 0 suchÂ
w x w x < <that a.e. t g a, b , for all x, x , y, y g yR, R such that x y x - d ,1 1 1
< < <  .  . <and y y y - d , we have f t, x, y y f t, x , y - « .1 1 1
We recall the following results that will be needed later on.
 . 2, 1w x.LEMMA 2.1 Maximum Principle . Let x g W a, b be such that
 .  .  .  w x  .x a F 0, x b F 0. Suppose that x0 t G 0 a.e. t g J s t g a, b : x t )
4  . w x0 . Then x t F 0 for all t g a, b .
 . 1, 1w x LEMMA 2.2 Banach Lemma . Let x g W a, b . Then meas t g
w x  .  . 4a, b : x t s 0, and x9 t / 0 s 0.
w xThe reader is referred to 18 for the proof.
w x 2Let g : a, b = R ª R be a function and consider the following
problem:
w xx0 t s g t , x t , x9 t a.e. t g a, b ; .  .  . .
P . x a s x b s g . .  .
First of all, we recall the definition of upper and lower solutions.
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 . 2, 1w xDEFINITION 2.3. A function a resp. b belonging to W a, b is said
 .  .  .  .to be a lower resp. upper solution of P , if a a F g , a b F g , and
 .   .  .. w x   .  .a 0 t G g t, a t , a 9 t for almost every t g a, b resp. b a G g , b b
 .   .  .. w x.G g , and b0 t F g t, b t , b9 t for almost every t g a, b .
w xThe next definition has been introduced by El Khattabi 6 .
 .  .DEFINITION 2.4. A lower resp. upper solution a resp. b is said to be
 .  .   .  . .strict, if a a - g , a b - g resp. b a ) g , b b ) g and for every
 .   .   .  ... open interval J ; J ; a, b , essinf a 0 t y g t, a t , a 9 t ) 0 resp.t g J
   .  ..  .. .essinf g t, b t , b9 t y b0 t ) 0 .t g J
Now, we introduce a growth condition on g which unifies Nagumo and
 w x .Wintner growth conditions. For details, see 13, 17, 22 .
 .  . w x 2  .  .4DEFINITION 2.5. Let R r, s s t, x, y g a, b = R : r t F x F s t
w x w x 2where r and s are functions defined on a, b . We say that g : a, b = R
 .ª R satisfies the Nagumo]Wintner growth condition on R r, s if there
1w xexist a constant c G 0, l g L a, b , and a Borel measurable function




w x w  .  .xand such that for almost every t g a, b , for all x g r t , s t , and all
y g R,
< < < < < <g t , x , y F C y l t q c y . .  . .  .
<  . < 2  .Remark 2.6. For example, if g satisfies g t, x, y F ky q h t a.e.
w x  . 2 1w xt g a, b and for x, y g R with k a positive constant and h g L a, b ,
 .then g satisfies the Nagumo]Wintner growth condition on R r, s for all
functions r F s. Observe that g does not satisfy Nagumo or Wintner
growth conditions.
w xLEMMA 2.7. Let r F s be two functions defined on a, b , and let c G 0,
1w x w .  .l g L a, b , and C: 0, ` ª 0, ` , a Borel measurable function such that
` dz
15 5) l q c sup s t y inf r t . .  .H L  /C z w x . tg a , b0 w xtg a , b
2, 1w xThen there exists a constant M such that for e¨ery x g W a, b such that
 .  .  . w  .  .x w xx a s x b , x t g r t , s t for all t g a, b , and
< < < < < <x0 t F C x9 t l t q c x9 t , .  .  .  . .  .
<  . < w xwe ha¨e x9 t - M for all t g a, b .
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Proof. Let M be such that
dzM
15 5) l q c sup s t y inf r t . .  .H L  /C z w x . tg a , b0 w xtg a , b
<  . <Let x be a function satisfying the assumptions. We claim that x9 t - M
w x w xfor every t g a, b . Suppose this is false. Then there exists t g a, b such1
<  . <that x9 t s M. It follows from the boundary condition that there exists1
 . <  . <t such that x9 t s 0, and 0 - x9 t - M for every t between t and t .0 0 0 1
 .Without lost of generality, assume that t - t and x9 t s M. By assump-0 1 1
tion,
< < < < < < w xx0 t F C x9 t l t q c x9 t a.e. t g t , t . .  .  .  . .  . 0 1
Dividing by C, integrating from t to t , and using the change of variable0 1
w xformula in 10 lead to a contradiction.
The following existence theorem is a slight generalization of a well-known
result.
THEOREM 2.8. Assume that the following assumptions hold:
 . 2, 1w x2.8.1 There exist a and b g W a, b respecti¨ ely lower and upper
 .  .  . w xsolutions of the problem P such that a t F b t for e¨ery t g a, b .
 . w x 22.8.2 The function g : a, b = R ª R satisfies:
 .  .  . 2a t ¬ g t, x, y is measurable for all x, y g R ;
 .  .  . w xb x, y ¬ g t, x, y is continuous for a.e. t g a, b and for all
 .  . 2  .  .4   .  ..   .  ..4x, y g x, y g R : x / a t or x / b t D a t , a 9 t , b t , b9 t ;
 . 1 .c For any k ) 0, there exists h g L I such that for almost e¨eryk
w x < < < < <  . <  .t g a, b and e¨ery x F k, y F k, g t, x, y F h t .k
 .2.8.3 The function g satisfies the Nagumo]Wintner growth condition
 .  .  .  .on R a , b . Then the problem P has a solution x such that a t F x t F
 . w xb t for e¨ery t g a, b .
5 5 5 5 4Proof. Let M G max a 9 , b9 be such that0 0
dzM
15 5) l q c sup b t y inf a t . .  .H L  /C z w x . tg a , b0 w xtg a , b
Consider the problem
w xx0 t s g t , x t , x9 t a.e. t g a, b , .  .  . .Ä ÄP . x a s x b s g , .  .
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w x 2with g : a, b = R ª R defined byÄ
¡g t , a t , a 9 t , if x - a t ; .  .  . .
g t , x , yM , if a t F x F b t , y - yM ; .  .  .~ < <g t , x , y , if a t F x F b t , y F M ; .  .  .g t , x , y s .Ä
g t , x , M , if a t F x F b t , y ) M ; .  .  .¢g t , b t , b9 t , if x ) b t . .  .  . . .
1 Ä 1w x w x w x w xLet us define L: C a, b ª C a, b and G: C a, b ª C a, b byb 0 b 0
tÄLx t s x9 t y x9 0 , and Gx t s g s, x s , x9 s ds. .  .  .  .  .  . .ÄH
0
Ä y1 Ä .A solution of P is a fixed point of L (G. Using Lemma 2.2, it is easy to
y1 Äverify that L (G is continuous and compact. Therefore, it has a fixed
Ä .point by the Schauder fixed point theorem. So, P has a solution x g
2, 1w x  .W a, b . It follows from the maximum principle Lemma 2.1 that
 .  .  . w x <  . <a t F x t F b t for every t g a, b . Lemma 2.7 implies that x9 t - M
w xfor every t g a, b . From the definition of g, the solution x is a solutionÄ
 .of P .
 . w .  .Remark 2.9. In Condition 2.8.3 , we can take C: 0, ` ª 0, ` and
` dz
15 5) l q c sup b t y inf a t . .  .H L  /C z w x . tg a , b0 w xtg a , b
w x 2LEMMA 2.10. Let g : a, b = R ª R be a function, and a a strict lower
 .solution of P . Assume that
 . w x2.10.1 for e¨ery « ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that a.e. t g a, b , for
 . <  . < <  . < <  .all x G a t and all y with x y a t - d , y y a 9 t - d then g t, x, y
  .  .. <  .  .  .y g t, a t , a 9 t - « . Then any solution x of P such that a t F x t
w x  .  .for all t g a, b satisfies a t - x t .
 .  .  . w xProof. Let x be a solution of P such that a t F x t for all t g a, b .
 .  .Suppose that there exists t such that x t s a t . By the boundary0 0 0
 .  .  .  .condition t g a, b , and hence x9 t s a 9 t . Let J s t y h , t q h0 0 0 0 1 0 1
 < < < <4with 0 - h - min t y a , t y b , and let1 0 0
c s essinf a 0 t y g t , a t , a 9 t ) 0. 4 .  .  . .
tgJ
 .Take 0 - « - c, and let d ) 0 be given by 2.10.1 , and 0 - h - h such1
< < <  .  . < <  .  . <that t y t - h implies x t y a t - d and x9 t y a 9 t - d . We get0
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 .for s g t , t q h ,0 0
s
x9 s y a 9 s s x0 t y a 0 t dt .  .  .  .H
t0
s
s g t , x t , x9 t y g t , a t , a 9 t .  .  .  . .  .H
t0
q g t , a t , a 9 t y a 0 t dt .  .  . .
F « y c s y t .  .0
- 0.
 .Hence, x y a is decreasing on t , t q h which is a contradiction.0 0
Remark 2.11. An analogous result can be stated for the strict upper
solution.
3. EXISTENCE RESULT
 g .In this section, we establish an existence result for the problem P fors
some values of s and g , where
x0 t q x t q f t , x t , x9 t s sf t a.e. t g I ; .  .  .  .  . .
gP .s x 0 s x p s g , .  .
w xwith I s 0, p , and f is the positive eigenfunction associated with the
first eigenvalue l s 1 of the linear problem
x0 q l x s 0; x 0 s x p s 0, .  .
25 5  . ’normalized so that f s 1. Explicitly, f t s 2rp sin t.L
In what follows,
D s x g C1 I : x t ) a t for every t g I , 4 .  .  .a
D b s x g C1 I : x t - b t for every t g I , 4 .  .  .
bD s D l D ,a a b
and
g s max a 0 , a p , g s min b 0 , b p . 4  4 .  .  .  .a b
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THEOREM 3.1. Let f be a Caratheodory function. Assume thatÂ
2, 1 .  .LUS there exist a real number s, and functions a , b g W I , such
 .  .that a t F b t for all t g I, with g F g , and for almost e¨ery t g I,a b
a 0 t q a t q f t , a t , a 9 t .  .  .  . .
G sf t G b0 t q b t q f t , b t , b9 t . .  .  .  .  . .
 .NW For any k ) 0, f satisfies the Nagumo]Wintner growth condi-
 . w x  .tion on R yk, k . Then for e¨ery g g g , g , there exist numbers s g Fa b a
b b b .  .  .s g F s F S g F S g such thata a
g .  .  .a for s - s g , P has no solution in D ;a s a
b g .   .  .x  .b for s g s g , s g , P has at least one solution in D ;a a s a
b b g b .   .  ..  .c for s g s g , S g , P has at least one solution in D ;a a s a
b b g b . w  .  ..  .d for s g S g , S g , P has at least one solution in D ;a s
b g b .  .  .e for s ) S g , P has no solution in D .s
Proof. Let
s* s inf s g R: sf t G b0 t q b t q f t , b t , b9 t a.e. t g I 4 .  .  .  .  . .
F s,
S* s sup s g R: sf t F a 0 t q a t q f t , a t , a 9 t a.e. t g I 4 .  .  .  .  . .
G s.
w x w xFor s g s*, S* , and g g g , g , a and b are respectively lower anda b
 g .  .upper solutions of P . Assumption NW implies that for almost everys
 .  .t g I, for all x such that a t F x F b t and for all y,
< <sf t y x y f t , x , y .  .
< < < < 5 5 5 5 < < < <’ 4  4F max s* , S* 2rp q max a , b q C y l t q c y . .  .0 0
Ä Ä< < < <F C y l t q c y . . .  .
 g .  .  .  .In view of Theorem 2.8, P has a solution x such that a t F x t F b ts
for every t g I.
g .Now, let x g D be a solution of P for some value s - s. One canÄ Äg a sÄ
easily check that a and x are respectively lower and upper solutions ofÄg
g g . w x  .P , for s g s, s . Theorem 2.8 gives the existence of a solution x of PÄs s
 .  .  .  .  .such that a t F x t F x t for all t g I. Moreover, if x t F b t forÄ Äg g
ball t g I, then x g D . For s ) s, we argue similarly.Äa
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Finally, we define
gs g s inf s g R: P has a solution in D , 4 .  .a s a
b g bs g s inf s g R: P has a solution in D , .  . 4a s a
b g bS g s sup s g R: P has a solution in D , .  . 4a s a
b g bS g s sup s g R: P has a solution in D , .  . 4s
and the conclusion follows.
b g b  .  ..  .Observe that for s g s g , s g , P has no solution in D , anda a s a
 b . b ..similarly, for s g S g , S g .a
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be a uniformly Caratheodory function. Assume thatÂ
 .Condition NW is satisfied and
2, 1 .  .  .SLUS there exists s g R, functions a , b g W I such that a t
 .- b t for all t g I, with g - g , respecti¨ ely strict lower and upper solu-a b
 g .  .tions of P for e¨ery g g g , g .s a b
b b .  .  .Then for g g g , g , we ha¨e s g - s - S g anda b a a
 . w  . b .x  g .a for s g s g , s g , P has at least one solution in D ;a a s a
 .  b . b ..  g . bb for s g s g , S g , P has at least one solution in D ;a a s a
 . w b . b ..  g . bc for s g S g , S g , P has at least one solution in D .a s
b .Proof. Let s* G s g be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.a
b .  .Condition SLUS implies that s* - s. Hence, s g - s. The conclusiona
follows from Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 3.1.
4. MULTIPLICITY RESULTS
 g .In this section, we establish multiplicity results for P . First of all,s
observe that the mapping
w x w xs : g , g ª y`, sa a b
g ¬ s g .a
g .is nondecreasing. Indeed, if x g D is a solution of P , for s - s, theng a s
for g F g 9 - g , a and x are respectively lower and upper solutions ofa g
 g 9.  .  .the problem P . Consequently, s g 9 F s g .s a a
b w xSimilarly, one can show that the mapping S with values in s, ` is
nondecreasing. From now on, we will denote
s gq s lim inf s g and S b gy s lim sup S b g . .  .  .  .Ä Äa aq ygªgÄ gªgÄ
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THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a uniformly Caratheodory function. Assume thatÂ
 .  .Conditions NW and SLUS are satisfied and
 .  .  g .4.1.1 there exists K ) a t on I such that any solution x of P1 s
 .  .belonging to D with g g g , g and s - s fulfills x t - K for e¨ery t g I;a a b 1
 . 1 .  .  .4.1.2 there exists m g L I such that f t, x, y G m t a.e. t g I1 1
 .and for all x such that a t F x F K .1
 .Then we ha¨e s g ) y` anda
g .  .  .a for s - s g , P has no solution in D ;a s a
 . w  .  q.x  g .b for s g s g , s g , P has at least one solution in D ;a a s a
q g .   . x  .c for s g s g , s , P has at least two solutions in D .a s a
g .Proof. Let x g D be a solution of P . Multiplying by f the relationa s
sf t s x0 t q x t q f t , x t , x9 t a.e. t g I , .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .integrating on I, and using 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
p p
s s x0 t q x t f t dt q f t , x t , x9 t f t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H H
0 0
p
s yx p f9 p q x 0 f9 0 q x t f0 t q f t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .H
0
q f t , x t , x9 t f t dt .  .  . .
p’s 2 2rp g q f t , x t , x9 t f t dt .  .  . .H
0
p’G 2 2rp g q m t f t dt .  .H
0
s c.Ã
g .  .Hence P has no solution in D for s - c, so s g is finite.Ãs a a
Define
f t , a t , a 9 t y x q a t , if x - a t ; .  .  .  . .
h t , x , y s .  f t , x , y , if x G a t , .  .
and consider the problem
x0 t q x t q h t , x t , x9 t s sf t a.e. t g I ; .  .  .  .  . .
gH .s x 0 s x p s g . .  .
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Lemmas 2.1 and 2.10 imply that for g ) g and s F s, every solution x ofa
 g .  g .H belongs to D , hence x is also a solution of P .s a s
 .  .Using assumptions NW and 4.1.1 , we obtain the existence of a Borel
w .  . 1 .measurable function C : 0, ` ª 0, ` , l g L I , c G 0 with0 0 0
` dz
s `,H
C z .0 0
g .  .  .and such that every x solution of H for s g F s F s, g g g , gs a a b
satisfies
< < < < < <x0 t F C x9 t l t q c x9 t . .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0
Lemma 2.7 gives the existence of M such that0
< <x9 t - M for every t g I , 1 .  .0
g .  .  .for every x solution of H for s g F s F s, g g g , g .s a a b
q .   . x  x   . .Let g g g , g , and s g s g , s . Let g g g , g , s g s g , s ,Ã Ã Ãa b a b a
 g .and x g D be a solution of P given by Theorem 3.2. It is easy to checkÃ a sÃ
 g .that x is a strict upper solution of P .Ã s
  .  .. 4  .Let 0 - « - inf x t y a t r4 ; for 0 F l F 1, put G s 1 y l « ,Ãt g I
and define
g t , x , y .l
¡lh t , x , y k l sf t y x y a 0 t , .  .  . .
if x F a t ; .
d l f t , a t , a 9 t k l sf t y x y a 0 t 4 .  .  .  . .  .
q 1 y d l f t , x , y , if x s a t q 1 y d G , d g 0, 1 ; .  .  .  .  .~l f t , x , y , if x g a t q G , x t y G ; .  .  .Ãs
d l f t , x t , x9 t n l sf t y x y x0 t 4 .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã
q 1 y d l f t , x , y , if x s x t y 1 y d G , d g 0, 1 ; .  .  .  .  .Ã
l f t , x t , x9 t y x q x t n l sf t y x y x0 t , .  .  .  .  . .  . .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã¢ if x G x t , .Ã
 4  4where a n b denotes min a, b and a k b denotes max a, b .
Consider the family of problems
w xx0 t q l x t q g t , x t , x9 t s lsf t a.e. t g I , l g 0, 1 ; .  .  .  .  . .l x 0 s x p s g . .  .
G . l
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It is easy to verify that a and x are respectively strict lower and upperÃ
 . w xsolutions of G , for l g 0, 1 .l
 .Again, it follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.10 that every solution of G l
satisfies
a t - x t - x t for every t g I. 2 .  .  .  .Ã
 .  .Now, using assumption NW and 2 we obtain the existence of a Borel
w .  . 1 .measurable function C : 0, ` ª 0, ` , l g L I , c G 0 with1 1 1
` dz
s `,H
C z .0 1
 . w xand such that for every solution of G for some l g 0, 1 ,l
< < < < < <l sf t y x t y g t , x t , x9 t F C x9 t l t q c x9 t . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .l 1 1 1
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that there exists M ) 0 such that if x is a
 . w xsolution of G for l g 0, 1 ,l
< <x9 t - M for every t g I. 3 .  .
To use the Leray]Schauder degree theory, we define the operators
L : C1 I ª C I by Lx t s x9 t y x9 0 ; .  .  .  .  .b 0
H : C1 I ª C I .  .r 0
t
by H x t s rf t y h t , x t , x9 t y x t dt ; .  .  .  .  . . .Hr
0
G : C1 I ª C I .  .l 0
t
by G x t s l sf t y x t y g t , x t , x9 t dt . .  .  .  .  . .  .Hl l
0
1 . 1 .Defining the maps H , and G : C I ª C I respectively by H sr l b b r
y1 y1  .  .L ( H , and G s L (G , the problems H , and G are respectivelyr l l s l
equivalent to the fixed point problems H x s x, and G x s x.s l
1 .By the definition of g , there exists a function k g L I such that for0
 . 2every x, y g R ,
5 5 1 5 5 1l sf ? y x y g ?, x , y F k . .  . . L  I . L  I .0
Therefore, there exists M such that for every x such that x s mG x for1 0
w xm g 0, 1 , we have
5 5x - M . 4 .1 1
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Denote
1 5 5U s x g C I : a t - x t - x t for all t g I , x9 - M , .  .  .  . 4Ã 01 b
and
1 5 5 5 5U s x g C I : x - N , x9 - N9 , . 40 0b
 5 5 < <4  4where N ) max M , a , K and N9 ) max M , M, M , the constants01 1 0 1
 .  .  .M , M, and M being respectively given by 1 , 3 , 4 .0 1
 .  .  .  .In view of 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 , observe that G s H in U . Therefore, we1 s 1
have
d Id y H , U s d Id y G , U .  .s 1 1 1
s d Id y G , U .0 1
s d Id y G , U .0
s d Id y 0 G , U .0
s d Id, U .
s 1.
g g .  .  .For r - s g , H has no solution in D . Moreover no solution of Ha r a r
belongs to ­ U for r F s. The homotopy invariance of the degree implies
that
d Id y H , U s 0. .s
Since U ; U, the additivity of degree gives1
d Id y H , U _ U s d Id y H , U y d Id y H , U s y1. .  . .s 1 s s 1
 g .Therefore, the problem H has at least two solutions in D , and hences a
 g .  .   . .P has at least two solutions in D . Since g g g , g and s g s g , sÃ Ã Ãs a b a
 .are arbitrary, the conclusion c follows. Also, Theorem 3.1 and Lemma
g .   . x2.10 imply the existence of a solution of P in D for s g s g , s , ands a a
 .g g g , g .a b
 g .  .To finish the proof, we have to show that P has a solution. Let ss g . na
  . x  .be a sequence in s g , s which converges to s g , and let x be aa a n
 g .solution of P in D . From the a priori bounds already obtained,s an
5 5 5 X 5x F N and x F N9.0 0n n
By the Arzela]Ascoli Theorem, one gets the existence of a convergent
g .  .subsequence of x whose limit is a solution of P .n s g .a
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The following theorem can be proved similarly.
THEOREM 4.2. Let f be a uniformly Caratheodory function. Assume thatÂ
 .  .Conditions NW and SLUS are satisfied and
 .  .  g .4.2.1 there exists K - b t on I such that any solution x of P2 s
b  .  .belonging to D with g g g , g and s ) s fulfills x t ) K for e¨erya b 2
t g I;
 . 1 .  .  .4.2.2 there exists m g L I such that f t, x, y F m t a.e. t g I2 2
and for all x such that K F x F b.2
b .Then we ha¨e S g - ` and
b y g b . w  ..  .a for s g s, S g , P has at least two solutions in D ;s
 . w b y. b .x  g . bb for s g S g , S g , P has at least one solution in D ;s
b g b .  .  .c for s ) S g , P has no solution in D .s
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